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How to Score Good marks 

There are some tips and tricks that will help you a lot in preparation 

for the board exam. How many subjects, you touch for on daily basis 

and how much time you give for single subject. What is the way of 

your preparation these are some points which plays very important 

role in getting and scoring good marks in the board exams. Let’s talk 

about how to prepare: 

 Try to study at least four subjects out of total five per day. This 

will keep your memory sharp for all subjects. Then spend one hour 

for a single subject. But don’t study continuously. Just makes 

schedule   like this. 

  Study for one hour for a subject dedicatedly. Take a small 

break. You can talk to your friends but don’t discuss about study. You 

can watch T.V.  Also and only that program you like most. You can do 

anything interesting you like.  Then again come to study. And give 

one hour four second subject and study with full dedication. Don’t 

think about move, songs, picture and other matters. Just concentrate 

completely on your study. Then again take a short break. The most 

important thing that you have to implement in your all time study 

that you have to study with your full confidence. 

  Don’t get tensed, it can result in forgetting things that you 

know very well. Keep study with   fresh mind every time after you 

take a break. Studying in morning is very beneficial as compare to 

late night study.  Studying in morning can be quite difficult but soon 

you will get habitual for that and you will find more interesting study. 

What is reason for that, in morning your mind keeps fresh and 

whatever you learn, easily inter your mind provided you are studying 

with confidence and dedication. 


